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AD9517-4 tests to show SYNCB pin can be used to synchronize the 
outputs to the reference 
I took an AD9545 evaluation board and I programmed it to provide: 

- 42 MHz HCSL outputs at OUT0AP and OUT0C.  

- 1 Hz CML single ended output at OUT0BP. The HW of this channel has been modified to make this 
signal dc coupled. 

All these outputs are in sync. 

I then took the OUT0AP and provided it at REF1 input. 

 

Figure 1. AD9545 and AD9517-4 evaluation boards 

I created a program for the AD9517-4 that receives 42 MHz at REF1 and provides a 42 MHz output at 
OUT7. 

I then took the OUT0BP 1Hz clock from the AD9545 eval board and provided it at the SYNCB signal at 
R23 resistor on the AD9517-4 eval board. 



 

Figure 2. 1 Hz clock was applied at SYNCB pole of R23 

In this way, the AD9517-4 had its outputs being synchronized using SYNCB pin. SYNCB stayed low for 500 
ms and then went high for 500 ms. It went high in the same exact moment with the 42 MHz REF1 clock. 

 

Figure 3. 42 MHz OUT7 triggered after SYNCB was brought high every 1s 

In Figure 3:  

- Channel 1 (yellow) is the OUT7=42 MHz of the AD9517-4. 



- Channel 2 (green) is the SYNCB=1Hz clock  
- Channel 3 (blue) is OUT0CP of the AD9545, which is a 42 MHz clock in phase with the OUT0AP 

clock applied at AD9517-4 REF1. It is shown as a REF1 proxy. 

One can see the OUT7 (yellow) clock being at a constant phase relative to the 42 MHz reference (blue). 

The delay between the SYNCB signal going high and the OUT7=42 MHz clock being output is explained in 
the AD9516-4 rev C data sheet at page 46 and in figure 57: 

 

The timing of 15 cycles at divider input (Figure 7, VCO/3=504 MHz) and one cycle at VCO divider input 
(1512 MHz) is 15/504E6+1/1512E6=30 ns. Figure 3 shows a delay of 60 ns, twice as much. I believe the 
reason is the fact the rising edge of the SYNCB signal is not a very sharp edge and its amplitude is 1.8V, 
under the 2V, the logic 1 limit of SYNCB specified in the data sheet at page 13. 

I then set the AD9517-4 program to enable Auto Cal: Figure 5 

 

Figure 4. I checked the box of Auto Cal 

I then powered down the board and I then I powered it back. I then loaded the setup, which did 
automatically the VCO calibration. The 42 MHz output relative phase was somewhat consistent, within a 
5 ns window (Figure 6): 



 

Figure 5. The 42 MHz reference (Channel 3, blue) alignment relative to the 42 MHz output (Channel 1, yellow) hovered around 
the X1 marker within an approximately 5 ns window 

I blame this approx 5ns uncertainty on the 14-15 cycle uncertainty from the data sheet, figure 57: 
1/504E6=2ns. 



 

Figure 6. The AD9517-4 setup 

From Figure 7, one can see the input clock to the Divider 3.1 is VCO/3=1512/3=504 MHz.  

Conclusion 
The method of triggering SYNCB low to high simultaneous to the 42 MHz reference clock going high 
seems to create a consistent phase delay between the 42 MHz output and the reference, albeit with an 
uncertainty explained in the data sheet.  

Also, executing a VCO calibration without following with a sync operation seems to create a reference – 
output synchronization consistent to the explanations from the data sheet.  
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